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● Charged particle accelerators have thrived over a 
century, they are nowadays – we live terrific times ! 
engines of discovery in many areas of life, matter, 
energy science, they have accessed a forefront place in 
scientific research, industry and societal applications

● Depending what they are use at, they are known under 
names as “atom smasher”, “light source”, “spallation 
neutron source”, “neutrino factory”, “collider”, 
“hadrontherapy machine”, “optical klystron” and many 
others – as varied as their applications are varied 

This “tour of the accelerator planet”, casts a glance at This “tour of the accelerator planet”, casts a glance at 
the origin of these modern, ultra-high-tech instruments, the origin of these modern, ultra-high-tech instruments, 
at today's state-of-the-art, and in some cases at where at today's state-of-the-art, and in some cases at where 

they are heading for...they are heading for... 



 

● Major accelerator styles will be introduced, following the

 order they appeared, chronologically :

– Electrostatic accelerators

– Linear accelerator

– Cyclotron family

– Betatron

– Synchrotron



We'll keep the following in mind, as it gives an 
understanding of the evolutions, and of preferred 

technologies depending on the application :

Accelerators are “particle factories”

● They have been invented, delopped, for producing very 
energetic and/or intense beams of particles :

elementary particles, ions of all sorts, radioactive or not, 
neutrons, cosmic type of particles, neutrinos, photons, etc., 

● for a number of researches and applications : 

particle discovery, search for missing mass, cosmology, 
condensed matter, radio-biology, cancer treatment, X-lasers, 

oodles of industrial applications, weapons, etc



Livingston diagram

Game : give 
names to dots

LIVINGSTON DIAGRAM





ELECTROSTATIC
 ACCELERATORS

  



The first particle accelerator

● Cathode rays, we know: the TV e-beam !  

They were observed in vacuum glass tubes (vacuum pump, 

a major component in accelerators, was invented in 1654), 

created using two electrodes,  kVolts typically, 

back at the end of 19th century, 1869.

● J. J. Thomson, circa 1897, showed that cathode rays are 

beams of unknown negatively charged particle.

He measured them to be 1800 times lighter than hydrogen atom. 

He later named them “electron”.

● These works earned him the 1906 Nobel prize

The shadow of the cross, on the glass to 
the left, reveals that cathode rays travel 
straight: a beam of elementary particles 
traveling to the anode, from the cathode 

at the right.

cathode

Gas fluorescence as cathode 
rays loop in the field of an 

Helmoltz coil. 

anode















LINEAR 
RESONANT

ACCELERATORS

  



Ising linac
• 1924: Ising proposes particle acceleration using a variable electric field 
between drift tubes

• The potential is applied to the gaps via wires (a1, a2, a3...) with adjusted 
lengths to ensure synchronism.

• Between gaps, particle bunchlets travel with constant velocity within 
drift tubes 1, 2, 3.

• It appeared not technologically possible to achieve a practical 
accelerator.
- difficulty of spark excitation
- inefficiency of wire transmission lines



First Wideroe's linac

RESONANT ACCELERATION







RFQ
● Invented by M. Kapchinsky and V. Teplyakov 

in 1970.

Invested accelerator installation front-ends 
from the late 70s

● Operation range:  from 10s of keV injection to 
few MeV out of it

● Combined-function : it performs 

focusing, bunching, acceleration 

● Used as an injector in many accelerator 
installations; used in industry

this injector

that one

In many installations  replaced

Reliable, compact, 

all ions, high intensities

E-field

lines
X B

o B



* PRODUCTION OF RADIOACTIVE ION BEAMS *

Cosmology, life sciences, nuclear physics

P[W] = 
U[eV] x I[A]



150 m

16~20MeV/u



SOME FALL FOR 
“NON-LINEAR
DYNAMICS”



SUPER-CONDUCTING RF
TECHNOLOGIES

β=0.53

β=0.85



* ACCELERATOR-DRIVEN     
SUBCRITICAL REACTOR *





● An accelerator driven sub-critical reactor (ADS-R) facility, 
aimed at nuclear waste treatment and/or energy production, 
is comprised of three ensembles: 
a sub-critical reactor, a spallation target, a high power proton driver

● The reactor is operated in the sub-critical regime, with a neutron multiplication factor
keff = number of neutrons produced/ number of neutrons absorbed ≈ 0.95-0.98 

(the design of the European MYRRHA for instance, features keff ≈ 0.95, a 0.03 
downgrade from 0.98, i.e., the maximum authorized for nuclear compounds storage, 
accounting for diverse possible incidental reactivity effects, with causes such as 
misloading, void coefficient perturbations, etc.).

● A high-power proton beam provided by the accelerator installation bombards a 
spallation target to provide a supply of neutrons to drive the subcritical reaction.

● For a proton beam in the E ≈ 1 GeV range, the required beam power to produce a 
reactor thermal power Pth, is given with reasonable approximation by 
                                           Pb ≈ 0.5 (1- keff) Pth. 

● keff is central to the accelerator parameters, the closer it is to 1, the lower the beam 
power required to produce the spallation reaction, but the closer the reactor core is to 
criticality.



ESS, Lund, Sweden

* neutron production *
This is the front today

  SNS, Oak Ridge



spallation
NEUTRONS

● Flux, in modern research reactors, typically:         1015 /cm2/s

● From spallation sources, i.e., accelerators :     1017 /cm2/s

A greater flux reduces the time required to conduct an experiment. 

(Similar leap in many other sectors, e.g.,  photons form X-ray tubes 
               versus light sources)

● The two technologies, reactor and accelerator, compete today.
 

Drawback of the reactor method : requires highly enriched U235, 20%, 
in some cases “weapon grade” EU, 93% U235. 
There are programs to switch to LEU, though... that's another story !  



SNS, operates since 2006, 
the largest, highest power, linear, proton accelerator in the world

SNS, Oak Ridge, Tennessee

Experiment 
stations

Heavy-metal,
spallation target

Lg Hg

Accumulator   
  proton ring

H- linear accelerator

Commissioning 2006

SCL linac length m 180

Kinetic energy GeV 1

Beam power MW 1.4

Repetition rate Hz 60

Duty factor (Df) % 6

Peak current (Ip) mA 38

Average current mA 1.6 Ip x Df ~ 38[mA] x 6[%]

Ring accumulation turn
s

1060

Ring peak current A 25 I = Qf  =  ppp * e / (C/c) 

Ring bunch 
population

ppp 1.5 1014

Pulse length at 
target

μs 0.7
[1] https://neutrons.ornl.gov/instruments



SNS

SNS, Oak Ridge, Tennessee

Experiment 
stations

Heavy-metal,
spallation target

Lg Hg

Accumulator   
  proton ring

H- linear accelerator



Where SNS 1.4 MW proton beam ends up

SNS TARGET - Inside the target vessel, a mercury jet. 

When a high-energy proton hits the nucleus of a Hg atom, 20 to 30 neutrons are "spalled" or thrown off. 

Those neutrons are guided out of the target vessel into beam guides that lead directly to instrument 
stations. The neutrons coming out of the target must be turned into low-energy neutrons suitable for 
research—that is, they must be moderated to room temperature or colder. 

The neutrons emerging from the target are slowed down by passing them through cells filled with water (to 
produce room-temperature neutrons) or through containers of liquid hydrogen at a temperature of 20 K (to 
produce cold neutrons). These moderators are located above and below the target.

p 
beam







Linac length, overall m  

Kinetic energy GeV 2 proton

Beam power MW 5

Repetition rate Hz 14

Duty factor (Df) % 4

Pulse current (Ip) mA 62.5

Average current mA 2.5 Ip x Df ~ 38[mA] x 6[%]

 Pulse length at target ms 2.86

ESS, currently under construction, in Lund, Sweden, will be the 
world most powerful neutron source



A tremendous complexity



How is an sns organized ?



● A spallation neutron source
provides the most intense pulsed 
neutron beams, for scientific 
research and industrial 
development. 

● Researches cover a broad range of disciplines, such as physics, 

chemistry, materials science, biology. Neutron scattering community 

performs there measurements of greater sensitivity, higher speed, 

higher resolution, and in more complex sample environments than 

have been possible at existing neutron facilities.

 
A neutron source and its complementary 
detection instruments can be compared 
with a giant microscope for the study of  
materials – from plastics and 
pharmaceuticals, to engines, and molecules.



X-LASER
actually known as 

FEL
or

SASE-FEL

Main interest :  
Laser-like X-photon beams

Potential for femto-second X-pulse source



FEL [wiki] :FEL [wiki] :

● The widest frequency range of 

any laser type 

● Widely tunable

● Designs allow wavelengths in microwave region, or terahertz, infrared, the 
visible spectrum, ultraviolet, X-ray with highest electron beam energies

● The term free-electron lasers was coined by John Madey in 1976 at Stanford 
University

● The work emanates from researches done by Hans Motz and his coworkers.  
They built an undulator at Stanford in 1953, using the wiggler magnetic 
configuration which is the heart of a free electron laser

● Madey used a 43-MeV electron beam and 5 m long wiggler to amplify a signal



A long string (meters) of                                                   
          ~cm scale magnetic periods                                   
                           wiggles the e-beam over                        
                                          meters 

Electron      
beam,   from 
ring or linac

Principle of “undulator radiation”

Monochromatic light spot 

λ(θ) = λ
u
/(2γ2) (1+γ2θ2+K2 /2)

In an FEL, the undulator is embedded in a resonant 
cavity, just as a laser medium.



An FEL can be installed in 
a ring, or in  a linac. 

That depends on the type of application,
on desired photon beam properties.

We'll be back to ring We'll be back to ring 
light sources, later in the light sources, later in the 

tour...tour...



Linac FEL

● The linac sections in that installation :    

Their principles remain the                                                                         
   same as for proton/ion linacs, id est, 

- an accelerating gap,

- in a resonant cavity 

- with some technological subtleties, proper                                            
 to ultra-relativistic velocity of the electron beam 

● Principle layout of the FEL installation 

FLASH SC linac,          
         at DESY,  in 
Hamburg, Germany.    
       



The linac can be a re-circulating linac, 
moreover with energy recovery, “ERL”...

JLab  ERL-FEL Specifications

Wavelength range (IR) 1-14μm

Energy/pulse 120 μJ

Pulse repetition frequency Up to 75 MHz

Pulse length 500-1700 fs FWHM

Maximum average power >10 kW

Wavelength range (UV/VIS) 250-1000 nm

Energy/pulse 20 μJ

Pulse repetition frequency Up to 75 MHz

Pulse length 300-1700 fs FWHM

Maximum average power >1 kW

Principle of 
an ERL



Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emisson  
“SASE-FEL” 

● Principle : the e-beam density modulates into short bunches, l~λ.

● Thus : coherent radiation, 
power~(Ne)2 rather than (incoherent) power~N e2, 

i.e., high brightness highly collimated femtosecond X-ray pulses.
Can make life science X-movies !



FLASH SASE-FEL INSTALLATION,
 HAMBURG

150 m



 What are the plans with this field of linac 
applications, what is the future  ?

Cutting edge research, based on a 
revolutionary tool

An instance, from FEIS-2 conference web site : 
● Femtosecond Electron Imaging and Spectroscopy

● Structure and spectroscopy of matter with atomistic space and femtosecond time 
resolution, enabled by the development of extremely bright radiation sources, such as 
high-brightness X-ray and electron beam systems.  The capabilities of generating 
ultrabright sources and very high level of control in delivering intense electron beams 
through tuning of source geometry, pulse shaping, laser-electron pulse synchronization, 
and understanding of space-charge effects are now synergistically enabling ultrabright 
electron microscopes and electron microdiffraction systems for femtosecond imaging and 
spectroscopy.

● FEIS-2 will bring together leaders engaged in cutting edge development of high-brightness 
electron and X-ray beam systems and their applications to frontier science problems, in 
order to showcase recent progress and discuss future directions and opportunities. It will 
also attempt to draw comparisons to other recently emerging approaches to ultrafast 
observation. The workshop will build on the potential synergy between related technology 
developments and various emerging scientific opportunities. 



CYCLOTRON

  

Ref.: wikipedia



● The idea and theory of the cyclotron goes back to Max Steenbeck, PhD, Kiel, 1927. 
Leo Szilard patented the concept of bending+RF acceleration in 1929.



 E.O.Lawrence 27 inch cyclotron, 1932. 

 The ensemble on the photo is plunged in the gap of an electromagnet

 13,000 V RF accelerating potential at about 27 MHz is applied to the dees 
by the two feedlines visible at top right. 

 Beam emerges from the dees and strikes the target in the chamber at 
bottom.

Ref.: 
wikipedia

 60-inch cyclotron, ~1939 

 Exiting beam of accelerated ions 
ionize the air.





ION BEAMS FOR 
HADRON-THERAPY

AKA,

3-D CONFORMAL 
RADIATION-THERAPY



Proton-therapy is a predilection 
domain for the cyclotron

- synchro-cyclotron might take over : 
IBA's S2C2

- in some treatment centers a 
synchrotron

 
(carbon-therapy : synchrotron)



Advantages of the bragg-peak
ballistic: 3D conformal irradiation

● Better sparing of healthy tissues 

- competitive with IMRT

 



F. Méot - SEPM, CHU-Grenoble9 June 2008 57

Active scanning



On the other hand

● An hadron (proton, carbon) accelerator is a big 
investment, e.g., of the order of   EU150M for a turn-
key carbon-therapy hospital,

● High cost of a session : of the order of EU600 per 
session,  ~3x cost of an IMRT session. 

~EU20k per treatment

so, alternate technologies are sought... this is not the 
end of the story !



HIGH POWER PROTON HIGH POWER PROTON ACCELERATORSACCELERATORS

Synchrotrons

Linacs
Cyclotrons

ADS
energy
domain



* Let's consider neutron production *
HIGH POWER: 

this is where we are today,
PSI,  590 MeV, 1.2 MW, CW



1966: SIN early Design – Feb. 1974:1st 100 µA beam

The 590 MeV Ring Cyclotron

The old 72MeV
Philips injector

Nowaday's
72MeV injector



The W.Joho Law

Towards Higher intensities: Today 30 times more Intensity



Proton beam on SINQ:
575 MeV / 51 MHz
p-Current: 1.5 / 1.6 mA 
Power: 0.8 - 0.9 MW

● Target bulk shielding

SINQ @ PSI

Total Power Deposition 
in Target Assembly

~ 575 – 610 kW



* ACCELERATOR-DRIVEN     
SUBCRITICAL REACTOR *



Big discussion on-going !
which technology is optimal for ADS-R application? 



SYNCHRO-CYCLOTRON



  

Synchrocyclotron, from 
McMillan's patent.

● The oscillating electric potential varying 
periodically is applied to the (unique) dee. 

● The acceleration of the ions takes place twice 
per turn. 

● At the outer edge, an electrostatic deflector 
extracts the ion beam. 

● The first synchrocyclotron produced 195 MeV 
deuterons and 390 MeV α-particles.



  

 1958: first beam from the 
157 MeV synchro-cyclotron

 1975: shut-down for evolution 
to 200 MeV synchro-cylco

 1993: installation converted to 
a hadrontherapy hospital, “IC-
CPO” : Institut Curie-Centre de 
Protontherapie d'Orsay, one of 
the two in France

 2010: synchro-cyclo stopped, 
proton-therapy persued with an 
IBA C250 cyclotron

Orsay 1 kHz synchrocyclotron
Mid. 1950s: a typical nuclear 
physics research installtion



  

 1967: start 
supplying beams 
for the radioactive-
ion-beam facility 
ISOLDE (nuclear 
physics, 
astrophysics, 
medical physics.)

 1990: SC closed, 
after 33 years of 
service.

CERN Synchrocyclotron (SC)
 1957: construction. 

CERN’s first accelerator, provided beams for CERN's first 
experiments in particle and nuclear physics, up to 600 MeV.

● 1964: started to concentrate on nuclear physics, leaving particle 
physics to the newer, 30 GeV, Proton Synchrotron (PS).



  



  

 Developed with, and 
first implemented at, 
the anti-cancer 
protontherapy center   
       MEDICYC, Nice.

 compact gantry, 
attached to the S2C2

MEDICYC's S2C2
 250 MeV protontherapy synchrocyclotron

at Nice, France

 First beam 2015



BETATRON



● The betatron method was devised to accelerate beta-rays (today's electron beams !) to 
produce bursts of X-rays

- first steps go back to the 1920s, 
- constant-radius orbit, the Bi=2Bg “Wideroe rule”, was advanced in that period,
- a complete theory of transverse stability would wait until 1940 (Kerst & Serber) and allowed 
bringing the concept to realisation, 1940: production of X-rays from a 2.3~MeV e-beam (100 
millicurie radium source equivalent): a breakthrough in medecine, material radioscopy.

● Kerst-Serber's betatron implements 3 known technologies of that time: 
- the ring method as used in cyclotrons, and pole shaping (dB/dr<0) focusing in a similar way
- induction acceleration, already known for many years 
- vacuum

● The betatron is not a resonant accelerator, however, it is in important aspects the precursor 
of synchrotrons:

- the first constant-orbit rings, field and momentum rising together, magnetic field pulsed for 
that reason, acceleration cycled as a corollary, 
- their understanding yielded the theory of “betatron motion” and its jargon as betatron 
frequency, betatron amplitude, betatron resonance, etc.
- interestingly, the first proof-of-principle synchrotron used an existing betatron magnetic 
structure

● The 1940-1950 period so increase to ultimate energy, a 300 MeV machine for particle 
physics.

● The betatron would rapidly, in an interval of a few years, be outperformed by linac in the 
medical application, and e-synchrotrons for higher energies. 



  

BETATRON

 Early betatron 
at University of 
Illinois, a 4-ton 
dipole magnet 
device.

 Kerst working 
on it

Ref. Wikipedia



  

 A 6 MeV betatron (Germany, 1942)
Ref. Wikipedia



  

A parenthesis: 
induction acceleration

The betatron method is one way to use it

There are others, other than the induction linac, 
for instance in the recent past:

- FFAG acceleration (Japan)

- long bunch in a synchrotron (KEK)



SYNCHROTRONS



Main specificities, 
compared to what 
we have already 

learned : 

PHASE STABILITY
(1944 - McMillan & Veksler)

STRONG FOCUSING
(1952 - Christofilos &

Courant, Livingston, Snyder)



Cosmotron (1952-1966)
April 1948, the Atomic Energy Commission approves a plan for a proton synchrotron 
to be built at Brookhaven. 

The Cosmotron was the first accelerator in the GeV range. Reached its full design 
energy of 3.3 GeV in 1953.

The first synchrotron to provide an external beam of particles for experimentation 
outside the accelerator.



Components of a synchrotron

● Steering : 

bending magnets

● Focusing : 

Quadrupole magnets

● Acceleration : 

RF cavity (ies)

● Injection, extraction

● Beam life time: 

vacuum chamber

LEIR at CERN



LIGHT SOURCES



How this started



NSLS2, BNL
Brand new, just started



A ring FEL

● The ring is similar to, or just is, a ring light-source. 

● The FEL undulator and mirror cavity are inserted in a straight section 
in the ring

● An complex evolution of the ring FEL, with even higher brilliance,  is 
the “optical klystron”



Ring or linac beam



HEP

There are 2  
LARGE COLLIDERS LEFT

ON THIS PLANET
(duno about other planets :))

- hadron colliders, rings - 
 



COLLIDERS
- A LONG HISTORY, TOO



RHIC



RHIC



RHIC



RHIC



RHIC



RHIC



RHIC



RHIC and AGS
also house Siberian 

snakes



The quark-gluon plasma created  
at RHIC

collision points



Would you believe that : Would you believe that : 
● Machine availabilty  >90% achieved !
● 10 km of accelerator and beam lines, 
● thousands of super-duper high-tech equipments ! 



The largest collider: 
LHC

First run : 2009, energy first limited to 2x3.5 TeV
Discovery of Higgs Boson announced in 2012

Now operating at 2x6.5 TeV

10,000 people from 113 
different countries 
contributed









SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITIES





ATLAS



CMS



ACCELERATORS AND NOBEL PRIZES
(and there is more about “particle beams” in general)

● 2013 - François Englert and Peter W. Higgs, "for the theoretical discovery of a mechanism that contributes to our 
understanding of the origin of mass of subatomic particles, and which recently was confirmed through the discovery 
of the predicted fundamental particle, by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN's Large Hadron Collider"

● 1995 - Martin L. Perl, Frederick Reines, "for pioneering experimental contributions to lepton physics".  Respectively, 
"for the discovery of the tau lepton" and "for the detection of the neutrino"

● 1992 - Georges Charpak, "for his invention and development of particle detectors, in particular the multiwire 
proportional chamber"

● 1989 - Hans G. Dehmelt and Wolfgang Paul,  "for the development of the ion trap technique"
● 1988 - Leon M. Lederman, Melvin Schwartz and Jack Steinberger, "for the neutrino beam method and the 

demonstration of the doublet structure of the leptons through the discovery of the muon neutrino"
● 1984 - Carlo Rubbia and Simon van der Meer, "for their decisive contributions to the large project, which led to the 

discovery of the field particles W and Z, communicators of weak interaction"
● 1976 - Burton Richter and Samuel Chao Chung Ting, "for their pioneering work in the discovery of a heavy 

elementary particle of a new kind"
● 1968 - Luis Walter Alvarez, "for his decisive contributions to elementary particle physics, in particular the discovery of 

a large number of resonance states, made possible through his development of the technique of using hydrogen 
bubble chamber and data analysis"

● ….......
● 1905 - Philipp Lenard : His research on cathode rays 
● 1906 - J J Thomson :  Discovery of the electron
● …...



Bibliography

● Wikipedia

● Joint Universities Accelerator School, lectures

http://www.esi-archamps.eu/Thematic-Schools/Discover-JUAS

● CERN documentation web sites
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